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What Sustainability 
Means to Consumers:
Retail & E-Commerce
A brand’s guide to consumer attitudes, behaviors 
and expectations
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Real sustainability in retail 
means reducing consumption, 
but how feasible is that for 
retailers and consumers?

Retail and e-commerce brand leaders face immense pressure to bring their 
organizations into a more sustainable future. To help with that decision-
making, we measured and defined the importance of sustainability from the 
shopper’s point of view and identified the actions retail and e-commerce 
brands need to take to ensure their sustainability initiatives hit the mark.

Seventy percent of U.S. adults say they are concerned about climate 
change, but just 6 in 10 are concerned about retail’s role in climate change. 
Consumers’ sustainability concerns are ambiguous, lacking specificity about 
the issues and actions the brands they shop from should pursue. Yet a 
plurality of shoppers are willing to spend more on brands with sustainable 
practices. For consumer brands planting a stake in the ground to prove their 
environmental bona fides, there’s enormous white space to define what that 
means for your brand and educate customers on why they should care.

The real challenge for retail and e-commerce brands is that the primary 
action consumers can take — as well as the action they evaluate as most 
sustainable from brands — is prioritizing product quality and longevity to 
avoid unnecessary consumption. While the role of mass-market retail in 
such an economy is murky, trends toward secondhand sales initiatives offer 
one path forward. 
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Additional Reading

Sustainability in the Food & 
Beverage Industry
Consumers know sustainability in food & beverage is 
crucial, but companies need to help educate and 
bridge trust to ensure actions resonate.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Financial 
Services Industry
First-mover advantage is still on the table for financial 
services brands when it comes to sustainability.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Travel & 
Hospitality Industry
Brands must go beyond marketing to help climate-
concerned travelers overcome the gap between 
sustainable expectations and action.

Download the report

https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
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Consumers are most concerned 
about manufacturing’s impact 
on climate change 

Consumers are broadly concerned about climate 
change and sustainability, but shoppers have 
trouble naming specific actions they can take to be 
more sustainable. Product manufacturing is 
shoppers’ leading retail-centric sustainability 
concern, while individual behaviors and online 
shopping are a lower priority.

Shoppers don’t think their 
behaviors harm the 
environment 

Fewer than 1 in 4 shoppers think their own 
shopping behaviors have a major impact on 
climate change. Those shoppers who do see 
themselves having a major impact are much 
more likely to shop from brands that share 
their environmental values. People also 
tend to engage in behaviors that have 
environmental benefits, but that doesn’t mean 
sustainability is their primary intent.

Resale and sustainability go 
hand in hand

Even as more brands enter the resale market, 
there’s substantial growth potential to bring 
more shoppers in based on the value brands 
can offer. Consumers who have shopped 
secondhand in the past are significantly likely to 
do so again in the future, meaning retailers 
entering this market should have dependable 
repeat customers. 

Key Takeaways

C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S B R A N D  A C T I O N S
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S ECTION 1

Consumer Attitudes
Consumers have trouble naming specific actions shoppers can take to 
be more sustainable, and industry issues are more worrying than 
individual behaviors
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

Industry impact is more concerning to consumers than individual impact

Broadly speaking, shoppers are more concerned about 
the impact industry manufacturing practices have on the 
environment than they are about individual consumer 
decisions. They consider the impact of online shopping 
least concerning, so the prevalent retail industry 
conversations and initiatives around shipping emissions 
and packaging reduction don’t reflect shopper priorities. 

Those most concerned about manufacturing’s impact tend 
to be politically liberal, wealthier and highly educated, with 
at least a bachelor’s degree and an annual income of 
$100,000 or more. Those not concerned about retail’s 
impact on climate change tend to skew male and 
Republican and are more likely to live in a rural area.

Gen Z adults have a notable confounding relationship with 
fast fashion: This generation, known paying attention to 
the environment, also tends to shop from brands like 
Shein. Gen Z adults are less concerned about fast 
fashion’s environmental impact than Gen Xers or 
millennials, but they’re still more concerned about online 
shopping than most other generations. 

Respondents’ level of concern about the environmental impact of the following:

27%

22%

21%

16%

37%

29%

29%

26%

9%

11%

7%

9%

18%

22%

27%

29%

10%

16%

16%

19%

Product
manufacturing

Fast fashion

Individual shopping
decisions

Online shopping

Very Somewhat Don't know/No opinion Not too much Not at all

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

Don’t know, 
don’t care

Personal
awareness

Reuse and 
recycle

Reduce
pollution

Retail 
awareness

Do 
less

When asked to describe what it means to shop 
sustainably, a plurality of respondents just didn’t know. 

For those who did have environmental concerns, their 
responses tended to be quite vague (such as “buying 
things that don’t hurt the environment”); few were specific 
about manufacturing practices or waste pollution. The rare 
concrete behaviors named included seeking out 
recyclable packaging and products. Fewer than 10% of 
respondents took the literal route: They thought 
“sustainable retail” meant the ability for a store to stay in 
business, unrelated to environmental considerations. 

What’s clear here is that retailers and brands can’t assume 
“sustainability” is consumer-friendly language: 3 in 10 
respondents did not know or care what sustainable 
shopping means. There’s space for brands to help define 
the term and better articulate the specific environmental 
impacts both a brand and their customers can make. 

= 5 answers

"Try to purchase goods 
in completely 
recyclable packaging”

Consumers don’t have a consistent definition of sustainable shopping

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

Respondents were asked to describe what it means to shop sustainably. 
Below is a summary of common response categories

Don’t know
No opinion, 
don’t care

Buy 
environmentally 
friendly 
products 
Awareness of 
personal impact

Recycling
Packaging
Reusable bags 
Buy lasting 
products 
Resale

Pollution
Manufacturing 
Plastic waste

Awareness of 
retailer practices

Buy local

Limit 
consumption 
Consolidate 
shopping

“ Being mindful of my purchases and what 
brands, company or products I'm buying”
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S ECTION 2

Consumer Behaviors
The rare shopper who thinks their own behaviors have a major impact on 
climate change is much more likely to shop from brands that share their 
environmental values. But more often, people engage in behaviors that 
have environmental benefits even if sustainability isn’t their intent
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

While companies’ practices are responsible for far more 
environmental harm than consumer behavior, going green often 
comes with additional costs, and 42% of U.S. adults said they’re 
willing to share that burden with brands they shop from. 

To further drill down, we looked at attitudes among Morning 
Consult’s ESG shopper profiles, which offer insight into whose 
shopping behaviors mirror their sentiment and whose don’t. 

Shoppers who are environmentally conscious and factor 
sustainability into their purchasing decisions (namely Ethical, 
Experience and, to some extent, Reputation shoppers) are even 
more wiling to share the costs with companies than the average 
U.S. adult, but they’re also more likely to say companies should be 
the ones paying more to go green. These groups were less likely to 
to have no opinion on the matter than Apolitical and Disengaged 
shoppers, who don’t have strong opinions either way. 

One thing everyone can agree on? Consumers shouldn’t bear more 
of the cost than companies do. 

Learn more about Morning Consult’s ESG shopper profiles here.

Respondents were asked if consumers or companies should take on more of the cost
associated with sustainable goods and practices

Environmentally friendly products come with costs, but consumers are willing to shoulder the burden

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

https://morningconsult.com/2022/06/02/retail-consumer-profiles-and-esg/
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

Shoppers see their everyday impact as relatively minor

Respondents’ assessment of the environmental impact of 
their everyday shopping behaviors

23% 38% 39%All U.S. adults

Major impact Minor impact No impact

Those who make purchasing decisions based on brands’ commitment 
to sustainability — Ethical, Experience and sometimes Reputation 
shoppers — are more likely to think their everyday decisions have an 
impact on the environment. Experience shoppers, who are most likely 
to think their behaviors have a major impact on climate change, are 
much more likely to be women (65% female versus 35% male). 

Overall, most shoppers see their actions as having a minor impact, if any 
at all, on the environment — so selling on sustainability alone is unlikely 
to be a sufficient motivator for a shopper to try something new (e.g., 
renting over buying). Sustainability may be one critical component of 
brand messaging for Ethical, Experience and Reputation shoppers, but if 
shopping sustainably requires trade-offs with affordability, product 
quality or convenience, it’s unlikely to be a winner.

Rather, companies can target current customers within these profiles 
with messages that reinforce brand loyalty while affirming both the 
brand’s and consumer’s commitment to doing right by the environment. 
For example, companies that share statistics on how much waste has 
been reduced by consumers’ purchasing patterns can help bolster the 
brand without deprioritizing more universally appealing brand attributes. 

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

37%

47%

19%

15%

12%

51%

33%

46%

41%

37%

17%

12%

21%

35%

44%

51%

79%

Ethical shoppers

Experience shoppers

Reputation shoppers

Disengaged shoppers

Practical shoppers

Apolitical shoppers
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

Many consumer behaviors that have a sustainability halo 
also have other benefits or value for shoppers, which means 
people who engage in environmentally friendly behaviors 
aren’t necessarily doing so with the planet in mind. 

For example, 66% of shoppers surveyed buy secondhand 
products, but 23% said they don’t shop secondhand to be 
sustainable. Even people who shop from brands that tout 
their sustainable manufacturing processes or retailers that 
prioritize sustainability in their inventory aren’t necessarily 
doing so with the environment top of mind. 

Retailers aiming to move the needle on consumer 
participation in these initiatives should expand the value 
proposition beyond sustainability to capture a broader 
audience. If these environmentally friendly practices also 
improve product quality, save shoppers money, are more 
stylish or otherwise benefit the consumer, brands should 
tout those benefits alongside the green-oriented claims to 
appeal to a much broader audience.

Common sustainable actions aren’t necessarily performed with sustainability in mind

Respondents were asked if they have done any of the following in the last year, and why:

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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S ECTION 3

Brand Actions
Consumer brands can play a critical role in expanding the resale market by 
overcoming barriers and expanding norms. Doing so has the bonus of 
attracting repeat shoppers
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

Fewer than half of U.S. adults have heard about some of retail’s 
major sustainability initiatives, which means that press and 
marketing efforts on these issues often don’t break through.

Unfortunately, what has resonated the most are the more 
difficult realities of dealing with unwanted merchandise: High-
profile articles in mainstream publications about the challenges 
of returned merchandise have gotten slightly more attention 
than the new resale and recycling programs that have been 
launched in recent years. Part of the challenge is that 
sustainability programs are often small, expensive to administer 
and sometimes vanish without mention. They’re also not as eye-
catching as images of unsellable returns piled up in a landfill. 

Those cognizant of these efforts tend to be younger (including 
Gen Z adults and millennials) and those who say they try to shop 
less overall to live a more sustainable lifestyle. For example, 
59% of Gen Z adults have heard “a lot” or “some” about brands 
selling secondhand versions of their products, and 56% have 
heard about brands designing products to be repurposed as 
part of circular supply chain initiatives. 

Companies need to improve sustainability campaign awareness

Amount respondents have seen, read or heard about brands taking 
each of the following actions:

11%

10%

12%

11%

16%

28%

30%

29%

31%

31%

24%

22%

25%

23%

20%

37%

38%

34%

34%

33%

Turning used products
into new products

Offering discounts in
exchange for used items

Designing products to
be repurposed

Selling secondhand
versions of products

Throwing out
returned items

A lot Some Not much Nothing at all

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

68%

33%

26%

26%

21%

16%

25%

43%

37%

37%

36%

32%

7%

24%

37%

37%

43%

53%

Save money

Unique items

Sustainability

Hard-to-find items

Older fashion

Community

Major reason Minor reason Not a reason

The first half of 2022 saw many retailers and brands stand up their own resale 
operations. These programs can be expensive and complex to administer, but it 
lets them take back ownership of the way their products are positioned in the 
secondhand market, earn sustainability points and maybe get a piece of their 
resale value. With 20% of respondents telling us they’ve made a secondhand 
purchase online this spring (and 30% in stores), these already popular offerings 
have room to grow.  

Sustainability is the third-ranked motivation for those participating in the resale 
economy, behind the more universal motivation of cost, as well as the ability to 
find unique items. Yet secondhand shopping is actually an effective and 
appealing way to truly shop sustainably – merchandise is kept out of landfills, 
and demand for brand-new products is somewhat offset. Giving a second life to a 
pair of jeans is a much more sustainable purchase in the long run, even if a 
brand-new pair of jeans is ethically sourced and made with organic cotton. 

As retailers continue to invest in these programs in pursuit of their sustainability 
goals, the ability to scale and support them long term depends on continued 
growth of the resale economy from both individual buyers and sellers. The good 
news is that it’s showing no signs of slowing down. 

Retail has an opportunity for sustainability through resale

Respondents’ reasons for shopping secondhand

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

https://morningconsult.com/2022/04/22/what-retailers-need-to-know-about-resales-buyers-and-sellers/
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

Leveraging the Theory of Planned Behavior to predict sustainable actions

It’s tricky to predict consumer behavior, especially when it comes to sustainable attitudes.

That’s why we used the Theory of Planned Behavior, a psychological theory that links beliefs to behavior 
and is considered one of the most influential theories for understanding consumer behavior.

The theory explains that the more people intend to engage in a behavior, the more likely it will be that they 
actually enact the behavior. For example, the more one intends to recycle, the more likely it is that one will 
recycle. The theory explains that three factors predict these intentions:

Subjective norms refer to one’s perceived social pressure to engage in the behavior or not. The more 
social pressure they feel to engage or not engage in the behavior, the higher the subjective norms.

Perceived behavioral control (PBC) refers to how easy or difficult people think it will be to engage in a 
specific behavior. The easier they think it would be to engage in the behavior, the higher their PBC.

Attitudes refer to how favorable or unfavorable one thinks the behavior will be. The more favorable 
evaluation they have of the behavior, the more positive their attitudes are towards the behavior.

Past behavior was included as an additional predictor given that it has been shown to have a unique role in 
intentions and behavior.

According to TPB, the more favorable the attitudes toward the behavior, the stronger the subjective norms 
to perform the behavior, and the greater the PBC over the behavior, the more likely people should be to 
intend to engage in that behavior.

Intentions

Subjective norms

Perceived behavioral 
control

Attitudes

Past behavior
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

Retailers and consumer brands are critical to growing the secondhand shopping market

Through the Theory of Planned Behavior, we find that people who have shopped secondhand in the past 
are likely to intend to do so again in the near future, which is demonstrated by the highest beta coefficient
(β=.491). This means retailers investing in resale can build a flywheel of customer loyalty and growth by 
introducing current customers to secondhand shopping and bringing secondhand shoppers in as new 
customers. 

Attitudes about shopping secondhand are also a significant predictor of intentions, with a beta coefficient of 
.198. Subjective norms are another strong predictor of intentions to shop secondhand (β=.182), meaning 
people feel social pressure to buy secondhand items. As more mainstream retailers appeal to shoppers by 
bringing better organization and authenticity to the resale market, subjective norms reinforcing secondhand 
shopping should only grow. 

Those who are concerned about retail’s role in climate change and those trying to reduce their overall 
consumption generally have positive attitudes and feel social pressure toward secondhand shopping; 
they're prime targets for retailers engaging in resale. Millennials and middle-income consumers also have 
positive attitudes toward the practice, while lower-income shoppers feel social pressure to shop 
secondhand, indicating that it may be more of a necessity than an enjoyable experience for this group.

Secondhand shopping often brings to mind dusty merchandise on disorganized racks. Consumers’ 
perceived behavioral control for secondhand shopping is a significant predictor of intentions, and retailers 
are well positioned to improve organization and access to secondhand merchandise. 

Intentions
e.g., I intend to buy 
secondhand items 
within the next six 
months

Subjective norms
e.g., Most people who are 
important to me would 
approve of my buying items 
secondhand

Perceived behavioral 
control
e.g., I am confident that I 
could buy items secondhand

Attitudes
e.g., Buying items 
secondhand is good/bad

Past behavior
e.g., In the past six months, I 
have bought something that 
was secondhand

β=.166

β=.182

β=.491

β=.198

r²=.763

All beta coefficients are significant. The regression coefficients were estimated using a partial least squares regression (PLS). 
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

When it comes to what actions brands need to take in order to be 
sustainable, the most powerful attribute for consumers — by a mile —
is a product’s staying power. Of course, the reality of rising material 
and manufacturing costs means new, high-quality products are out of 
reach for many right now, or at least would require a significant 
decrease in goods consumption as a trade-off. Generationally, the 
importance of quality increases with age; baby boomers have seen 
this decline firsthand over the course of their lifetimes. 

Beyond quality, brands’ ability to ship products to avoid damage in 
transit is also a priority for consumers. While no one likes to open a 
shipment to see it filled with packing peanuts (as this writer did 
recently), securely packed goods that help avoid the pain and waste 
of returns and replacements are important to consumers. 

Recent criticism of the United States Postal Service’s reliance on gas 
over electric vehicles for its new fleet didn’t reflect consumer 
priorities: Use of electric vehicles for deliveries was the least important 
brand sustainability action tested. Shoppers don’t usually get to 
choose their shipping provider or mode of transport for delivered 
goods, so this is not yet part of their consideration set.  

Respondents rated the importance of the following sustainable 
actions that retail brands can take:

Consumers prioritize product quality in evaluating a brand’s sustainability efforts

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300

All U.S. adults Millennials Gen Xers Baby boomers

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

A score of 100 indicates that action has an average likelihood of being considered the most important to a given respondent. A score of 
200 indicates the action is twice as likely as average, while a score of 50 indicates it is half as likely to be considered the most important.

Average utility score: 100

Packages shipments to 
prevent damage

Uses environmentally safe materials

Uses reusable/recycled materials

Uses low-emissions 
manufacturing processes

Ships with minimal packing material

Offers low-carbon shipping 
(even if slower)

Ships in recyclable packaging

Sells products in reusable packaging

Uses nonplastic packaging

Is transparent about 
sustainability efforts

Uses electric vehicles for deliveries

Uses recyclable product packaging

Makes long-lasting, quality products

https://www.retailbrew.com/stories/2022/07/15/gassed-mile-how-the-usps-s-decision-not-to-purchase-more-electric-vehicles-could-collide-with-retailers
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

It’s clear that for many people, the most universally appealing 
sustainability action has an anti-consumerism bent to it: buying fewer 
things that last longer, thereby ratcheting down demand and related 
strain on resources. Only after the basics of quality and safe shipping 
are covered are shoppers interested in environmentally safe materials 
and recycled products. 

But a fascinating conundrum is that when looking at the importance of 
brand sustainability actions to more niche groups, the most popular 
action is even more important to people who are not concerned about 
retail’s impact on climate change. For almost every other category, this 
cohort finds brand actions less important than other groups do — like in 
the case of low-emissions manufacturing and carbon offsets. 

Consumption reducers (individuals who try to buy less to be more 
sustainable) and those concerned about retail’s role in climate change 
are more interested in brand actions that mitigate the impact of their 
consumption, which is perhaps a more reasonable expectation for an 
industry that depends on ongoing consumerism. Here, using recycled 
and environmentally safe materials are attractive actions that these 
customers will be more compelled to pay a premium for. 

Ultimately, anti-consumerism is the most sustainable practice

Respondents were asked which of the following sustainable actions are 
most and least important for a company to take: 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325

All U.S. adults Consumption reducers
Concerned about industry impact Not concerned about industry impact

Packages shipments to 
prevent damage

Uses environmentally safe materials

Uses reusable/recycled materials
Uses low-emissions 

manufacturing processes

Ships with minimal packing material
Offers low-carbon shipping 

(even if slower)

Ships orders in recyclable packaging

Sells products in reusable packaging

Uses nonplastic packaging

Is transparent about 
sustainability efforts

Uses electric vehicles for deliveries

Uses recyclable product packaging

Makes long-lasting, quality products

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

A score of 100 indicates that action has an average likelihood of being considered the most important to a given respondent. A score of 
200 indicates the action is twice as likely as average, while a score of 50 indicates it is half as likely to be considered the most important.

Average utility score: 100
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Retail’s role in combating climate change fits more squarely in mitigating the effects 
of consumerism than embracing an anti-consumption stance — few brands can 
afford to pull off a “buy less” business strategy. 

One path forward is embracing resale, as brands like Target, Lululemon and Ikea 
have recently. By standing up resale platforms or facilitating peer-to-peer 
transactions, brands can help grow the secondhand market by reducing shoppers’ 
barriers to entry. While inconsistent inventory, authentication challenges and return 
logistics can make brand-owned resale channels cost-prohibitive to administer, at a 
minimum, brands shouldn’t stand in the way of the resale market, such as by 
litigating against resale platforms in the name of protecting brand identity. 

Another approach to giving products a second life is through circularity efforts, 
where brands try to recycle old products — sometimes to be refurbished, or broken 
down and used again for new products, as in Timberland’s Timberloop initiative. 
Here as well, inconsistent inventory and return logistics can be prohibitive, and ROI 
is uncertain, so brands should proceed with caution. 

A more sensible posture for most brands is to help shoppers mitigate the 
environmental impact of their consumption. Touting green manufacturing and 
product or packaging recyclability is achievable for most brands and relevant to a 
wide swath of consumers. However, the complexity of modern supply chains makes 
it truly hard make verifiable claims about products’ environmental impact, as there is 
not a consistent set of standards that shoppers can use to evaluate sustainability. 
One brand may tout low carbon emissions (whatever that means); another may get 
into the intricacies of the denim dye process. Brands can work toward a more 
consistent rubric, like a “nutrition label” for sustainability, to make it easier for both 
the industry and shoppers to make effective evaluations. 

Both businesses and consumers have ill-defined concepts of environmental 
sustainability. Brands can lead here, but should learn from others’ failed attempts to 
define those concepts. 

Sustainability means mitigating consumption’s impact for now, but retail 
brands have an opportunity to lead

W H A T ’ S  N E X T
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The “What Sustainability Means to Consumers” project unpacks consumer 
attitudes and behaviors connected to sustainability, in addition to identifying 
what sustainable actions consumers expect from the brands they purchase 
from. Visit our sustainability portal to explore and download all the research in 
this project.

Methodology

This report draws from a survey conducted June 24-28, 2022, among a 
representative sample of 2,200 U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of 
error of +/-2 percentage points.

The resale survey was conducted May 27-29, 2022, among a representative 
sample of 1,711 U.S. adults who have shopped secondhand, with an 
unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

ESG Shopper Profiles

Morning Consult developed the shopper profiles using a cluster analysis, 
specifically a partitioning around medoids method, also known as k-medoids, 
to develop the clusters. The PAM analysis develops clusters by placing 
respondents into relatively homogenous groups based on distances between 
responses to the selected features. The features were selected for the 
cluster analysis with the intent to sort respondents based on what they value 
in brands and how they approach shopping, as well as how they view 
companies’ role in societal issues. Throughout this report, the results of a six-
cluster PAM model with mixed feature inputs were used for analysis.

Research Intelligence

Morning Consult helps you understand your brand, competitors and market in 
a way traditional research companies can’t. We survey tens of thousands of 
people across the globe on over 4,000 brands and products every day. Get 
actionable insights into what consumers think, see and say about your brand 
and products.

About the Report 
& Methodology

L E A R N  M O R E  A B O U T  R E S E A R C H  I N T E L L I G E N C E

https://morningconsult.com/sustainability-2022
https://morningconsult.com/2022/06/02/retail-consumer-profiles-and-esg/
https://morningconsult.com/product/research-intelligence/
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